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5.1 What is meant by demand and supply?

Before motor cars appeared on our roads, people used to travel on horseback. Supposing everybody decides
to start travelling by car, instead of on horseback. What will happen in everyday life?

•

Does the government decide to build factories in Uitenhage and tell workers to relocate and work in
the factories?

•
•

Are horse-breeders told to scale down on horse-breeding?
Does government decide that it would be better to start growing cotton for upholstering car-seats, and
that less hay should be grown to feed the horses?

Of course government did nothing of the kind. Consumers bought more motor cars and fewer horses. What
happens now?

•

Due to higher prots in the motor car industry, more car factories are erected, and workers move to
those areas to nd jobs.

•
•

The price of horses drop, and horse-breeders nd other ways of making money.
As less hay is needed for feeding the horses, the price of hay comes down and other crops have to be
planted.

•

At the same time the demand for raw materials such as steel, cotton and rubber increases, as it is
needed for the manufacturing of cars. As the prices of these commodities also escalate, more businesses
turn to manufacturing.

Eventually the demand for horses decreased by 90% in the previous century, while millions of cars were
manufactured.
What was the reason for this revolution?

It was caused by changes in buyers' preferences and new

technology resulting from the forces of demand and supply.
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Similar changes constantly occur in the economic eld, as buyers' preferences change and new production
methods are developed.
Free and Economic goods

6 Free goods
When goods exist in such large quantities, like e.g. seawater or air, we can use as much of it as we wish,
without paying for it. In other words, it is freely available to all.
Economic goods
When something is scarce and there is a big demand, we have to pay for it. These goods are not always
plentiful, and the less there is, the more we have to pay for it.
If everything that we need is plentiful, and the prices are low, we will all lead comfortable lives, and
no-one will be worrying about the distribution of income among people. Everybody will be able to have as
much as they want, of whatever they want. In such a society of prosperity, there will be no economic goods.

6.1 Activity 1:
6.2 To distinguish between wants and needs
6.3 [LO 1.1]

•

What is the dierence between wants and needs?

•

Write the following items in the appropriate column:

CD's, bicycle, ski-vacation, swimming-pool, iPod, medical services,
cellphone, bread our, clean air, puried water

Needs

Wants

Table 1
Far too many at-screen television sets
All of a sudden there is a surplus of high technology at-screen lcd television sets. Or rather, there are
far more of them in the shops than consumers want to buy. World market-leaders Samsung and LG Philips
overestimated the demand for at screens when they invested tens of millions of rands in new factories over
the past few years.
The over-supply of lcd-televisions led to a drop of about 40% in the prices over the past year.

It is

expected that prices will still come down with a further 20% in the course of this year. According to experts
lcd-television sets are a boon to the consumer, but a disaster for manufacturers. They had to witness how
fat prots changed into fat losses.
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The over-supply of modern, at televisions clearly illustrates the present risk of making money from
consumer electronics. Technology changes so quickly that products soon become redundant and prices drop
drastically. The personal computers of two years ago are almost worthless today, as is the case with digital
cameras.
The reason for this is that electronics make use of chips, and every two years the speed of chips is doubled.
Chinese manufacturers copy everything in an instant, enabling them to sell quality imitations at rockbottom prices.
Samsung and LG Philips nevertheless continue to invest large sums of money in new factories. This year
the latter has opened the biggest lcd-factory in the world at a cost of 40 milliard rands. Nevertheless, these
two market-leaders expect a growing demand for lcd-television sets which will cause new shortages. Should
this happen, next year's prots will be sky-high again.
In the meantime these manufacturers must also take note of new companies entering into the market.
Also the more up-to-date and advanced technologies need to be taken into account, such as plasma televisions
that have at screens as well. Modern, energy-saving technology like oled-televisions could probably replace
lcd in the future. OLED is an acronym for organic light emitting diodes.
Adapted from an article in

Elsevier, 7 May 2005

6.4 Activity 2:
6.5 To determine why certain products are more expensive than others
6.6 [LO 1.3]

Your parents have decided that it is time to buy a new television set. You visit some shops selling televisionsets. There you discover that there is quite a variety of sets available. The salesperson immediately points
out the television sets with a plasma screen. It appears that these sets are much more expensive. But then
again, the image is that much sharper and clearer.
Discuss the following questions :

•
•
•
•

Why are the sets with the plasma screens (LCD= Liquid Crystal Display) more expensive?
s that new or old technology?
Are the sets manufactured locally or are they imported?
Is there a big demand for these television sets?

6.7 Activity 3:
6.8 To make inferences from a graph on new technology
6.9 [LO 1.3]

Discuss this graph by answering the following questions:
1. Have the sales of ordinary TV sets decreased at the same rate that the sales of lcd sets increased?
2. How many fewer ordinary TV sets have been sold in 2004 and 2005?
a) How many lcd sets have been sold in 2005 and 2006?

7 Assessment
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Learning Outcomes(LOs)
LO 1
THE ECONOMIC CYCLEThe learner will be able to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
economic cycle within the context of `the economic problem'.
We know this when the learner:
1.1 explains needs and wants and how the dierences between them impact on communities and the
environment;
1.2 describes the dierent types of businesses and activities within the primary, secondary and tertiary
sectors;
1.3 explains the concepts `free' and `economic' (scarce) goods, and the inuence of demand and supply
on market prices.

Table 2

8 Memorandum
•

It is very rarely the case that a specic trader is the only one who sells particular products. Therefore
he / she must be properly equipped to handle competition in the market-place.

•

By way of an analysis chart, the learners are guided to determine exactly who the consumer is that
they wish to target.

•

By answering simple questions the learners become aware of specic characteristics that an entrepreneur
must possess in order to ensure success.
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